
 

 

 

Love In Bloom Embellished Monoprint 
by Jennifer Vanderbeek 

 

There you are, getting ready to create your latest masterpiece and wouldn’t you know it—you’ve used up 
or worn out one of the items you were counting on! (And if you’re like me, it’s way past closing time at the 
local craft store.) Don’t despair, instead see what you can combine to make exactly what you need out of 
what you have. Case in point: I was fresh out of green ink, but with blue and yellow and my new favorite 
thing in the world (my gelli plate) I was all set! 

 

 



Directions: 

   

Step 1. 

Apply Memento Luxe inks directly from the pad to either end of the gelli plate, then spread them out with 
a brayer. I started by spreading out some of the Dandelion with one end of the brayer then moving to the 
Bahama Blue with the other end and worked the blue down until it met and mingled with the yellow, 
creating the perfect spring green in the end. 

   

Step 2. 

Stamp onto your plate with dry rubber stamps (like these little flower stamps) or found objects (like this 
bubble wrap) to create patterns and designs in the ink. 

 



 

Step 3. 

Pull a print on some nice thick stationery paper and admire your handiwork for a moment.  (Don’t forget 
to grab some copy paper and pull some ghost prints, too—they’re fabulous for collage work!) 

   

Step 4. 

Spritz some die cut flowers and borders with Lilac and Cornflower Walnut Ink and assemble the flowers 
with Tear It Tape. 

 

Step 5. 

Draw simple stems with a green marker and dot the flower centers with StazOn Studio Glaze in Cotton 
White. 



 

Step 6. 

Write a message on some spare die cuts and embellish the torn edge with Bahama Blue Memnto Luxe 
ink and a dauber. 

 

Step 7. 

Mat the embellished monoprint on a contrasting cardstock with more of the die cut border and some 
lace. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SUPPLY LIST 

Imagine Crafts featuring Tsukineko: 

• Memento Luxe Inks (Bahama Blue, Dandelion) 
• Walnut Ink (Lilac, Cornflower Blue) 
• Tear It! Double-sided Adhesive Tape 
• StazOn Studio Glaze (Cotton White) 
• Sponge Dauber 

Other 

• Papers (Arturo, Georgia Pacific, Bazill) 
• Gelli Plate (Gelli Arts) 
• Stamps (Close to My Heart) 
• Dies (Spellbinders) 
• Miscellaneous: scissors, pencil, markers, pens, bubble wrap, brayer 


